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STAFF EDITORIAL 

A President Under Fire 
Minority opposition to Fr. Jenkins' 
"Cl9sing Statement"troubling 

All is not well at Notre Dame. In the three weeks since the an-
nouncement of what was meant to be the closing statement that would 
temper the intense lO-week campus debate on academic freedom and 
Catholic character, a vocal minority of strong opposition has risen 
up to challenge both the intellectual soundness of the statement and 
the leadership ability of the man who composed it. Members of this 
minority have made their presence known primarily in the Viewpoint 
pages of the Observer - including one editorial by philosophy profes
sor David Solomon in the April 18 edition of the Wall Street Journal 
- in order to let Fr. Jenkins know that his statement was not received 
with universal praise. 

As irony would have it, it now seems that Fr. Jenkins' April 5th state
ment closed only the mouths of those who feared he would take a step 
toward abridging free expression by prohibiting alternative-lifestyle 
events like the Vagina Monologues and the gay and lesbian film event. 
Instead, Fr. Jenkins' decision to refrain from banning these productions 
has given fuel to the fire of those who see his statement as representative 
of Notre Dame's alleged downward spiral toward secularization and an 
ethos of moral relativism. It is difficult to find an opinion piece arguing 

against Fr. Jenkins' position that does not alert the reader of the perceived 
moral decay present in popular culture and why we should fear it. 

It is difficult to disagree entirely with the minority's negative estimation 
of secular culture. Without a doubt, the world is filled with negative influ

ences that constantly threaten one's ability to faithfully abide by religious 
principles. Yet the very suggestion that the outside world's less than Catholic 

nature somehow justifies the banishment of certain controversial issues from 
examination by the Catholic intellectual tradition is woefully myopic and could 

easily put Notre Dame on the road to blissful naivete. Whatever your opinion 
of the wisdom in using vaginas to raise awareness about violence against women 
or the value of discussing movies with homosexual kissing, it is impossible to 
deny that such circumstances exist in the world and will continue to affect the 
ways we think about it. To say that the best Catholic minds in the co~ntry are 
ill-equipped .to engage truth wherever it may be found trivializes the strength 
of a tradition whose very name - Catholic - connotes universality. 

It would behoove those who challenge Fr. Jenkins' position on theological 
grounds to remember that the mission ofN otre Dame derives from the spirit of 
Jesus Christ - a man who never shied away from society's rejects or the things 
that He could learn from them. Notre Dame's community possesses the tools 
to engage, analyze and by all means ruthlessly criticize those morally suspect 
fruits of secularization that make their presence known on campus in an ap
propriate manner. Notre Dame's mission statement encourages a community 
"where various lines of Catholic thought may intersect with all forms of 
knowledge." Hopefully Fr. Jenkins' statement will solidify the Catholic mis
sion in the coming years and help to emphasize that Notre Dame will never 
abandon her intellectual tradition. God forbid that messy confrontations with 
controversial yet relevant social topics become taboo subjects that are thought 
of as detrimental to the strength of Notre Dame's intellectual mission and 
its relevancy for Catholics, Americans and the world at large. 0 

27 APRIL 2005 

Something in the W~ter 
South Bend water may be . 
causing your acne 
o Amy Meyers 

'[
here's something lurking in the water in South Bend, and it 
could be a dangerous enemy to your skin and hair. 

The water that serves South Bend and Notre Dame comes 
from 32 deep wells in the surrounding area. As a result of this ground
water supply, the water is very clean and safe but also very hard. Hard 
water contains a high mineral content that often consists of high levels 
of metal ions like magnesium, calcium and, in the case of South Bend, 
iron. Faculty and students who are originally from areas with soft water 
or consistently drink bottled or filtered water have probably noticed the 
ways these minerals can affect the water's taste. 

These metal ions can be an even bigger nuisance when mixed with 
soaps. Magnesium and calcium in hard water make forming a lather while 
bathing more difficult. To compensate, people often use more soap on 
their skin. But mixing hard water with laurel sulfate - a main ingredient 
in most soaps and shampoos - also has consequences. According to Dr. 
Marya Liberman, a chemistry professor here at Notre Dame, "Laurel 
sulfate is a detergent - a long hydrocarbon chain attached to a sufate 
head group. It forms insoluble precipitates with divalent cations like 
calcium, magnesium or iron, and that can make your hair look and feel 
dull and might clog pores in the skin." . 

The waxy, gland-blocking substance formed from the insoluble precipi
tates, more commonly known as "soap scum" or "soap curd," may result 
in acne, blackheads, stretched-out pores, redness, irritation and dryness. 
The "squeaky" feel or sound many people associate with washing with 
hard water is actually their skin sticking because of this residue. Those 
who are used to bathing in hard water may think that soft water leaves 
their skin with an oily feel. This feeling is simply the body's natural oils 

. that had been hidden by soap and mineral scum. 
Fortunately, according to a Proctor and Gamble study, "Under a more 

exaggerated wash condition the relationship between water hardness and 
irritation breaks down." So it seems as if thoroughly rinsing the insoluble 
salts off your skin and only using a necessary amount of soap can keep 
your skin from becoming too dry or irritated. Using a clarifying shampoo 
once or twice a week can also help remove the residue from your hair.0 
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I 'm all in." if they ch~o~e to make the bet." James $500," Ben says. "Then I lost it all in one 
For poker players, these words says he was onCe owed $800. "Sometimes night." 

mean betting everything they have you'll lose s6m~ on purpose to a friend," After that, Ben walked away from 
left. It can multiply winnings or end he says, "because you know they can't online gambling for some time, yet was 
their game. At college campuses across pay you back~"JaIhes·~lso explained how drawn back during his freshman year at 
the country, as well as here at Notre his own financial situation suffered. "It's Notre Dame. Ben again lost l1,~arly$500 

. Dame, many students are ganibiing for hard to lose a few hundreddona~swhen .' 'in oile' night's'play and, after' a . couple 
more than a few measly chips. Lured you don't have any income," he says. "You of months, was down nearly $i:;~oo. "It 

. by the thrill of winning and the hope of can't spend any money at the'mall or on' wasn't' like Iwa's playfng' had,''' he says, 
easy money, students are turning to high the weekends sinc.e you lost it all." "and I was convinced I can't be that ridic-
stakes betting, often losing much more Beyond the financial burden, James ulouslyunlucky. You can't just stop when 
than they win. faced academic troubles too. "It's defi- you're down that much." Ben kept playing 

"I started playing with change, a few nitely gotten in the way of schoolwork," online, even as his gambling devoured his 
bucks, no big deal," says "James," a. savings. "I never got to the point where I 
Notre Dame student whose name was •••••••.••••••••••••• took out a loan or anything drastic, but I 
changed to protect anonymity, who' lost a lot and missed out on some better 
spoke with Scholastic about his gambling. "I'll have:a.·paper to write, but options for my money," he says. 
As time went on, James says, the stakes . Ben's gambling also took an emotional 

.. : ·onlygothigheranp.~gher."Webegan I'll pull an all-nighter gam- toll,straininghisrelationships."Itgetsin 
playirigfor more 'money toke~p things" the way of your social life if you have to 
interesting, so it was still exciting," he bling. It'shard to stop." hidesomethingfroIIlpeople,"heconfess-
says. The bets quickly swelled from mere es. "It really stressed things between me 
pocket change to hundreds of dollars. •••••••.••• .• • • • • • • • • • and my girlfriend." His family ties were 
"The amounts can just get screwed up," '. also damaged. "My dad told me not to 
James says. gamble and didn't have a clue as to what 

Though he originally gambled only in he says. "I'll have. a paper to write, but I'll was happening," Ben says. Despite the 
card games, James revealed that his gam- pull an all-nighter gambling. It's hard to pain caused by gambling, Ben, like many 
bling with friends spilled into other forms stop." James is trying to cut back on his others, finds it difficult to walk away. "I've 
of betting. "We would bet on sports, video gambling. "Right now, I'm on the bubble/,' tried to quit, two, thr~e times, but each 
games or just about anything," he says. he says. "Another loss and I'm in a tight, time I've come back," he says. "I've been 
"It gets to the point where you can't do uncomfortable situation with money." free of it for a couple months now, but I'll 
things without putting something on the "Ben," another student whose name probably get help if it starts again." 
line. I once played Rock, Paper, Scissors has been c.Q.angedto·protect anonymity, James and Ben both acknowledge an 
for $40." Though the wagers continued told of similar woes: Instead of playing extra danger in illegal online gambling. 
to grow, James says, "It's not about the with friends,:.most oEhis gambling hap- "I've quit playing online poker," says 
money but about winning and losing." pened onliIie,L.ike James, Ben started James. "I can't trust it." Ben, who did 
Internet gambling only agitated James' gambling with friends for petty amounts, most of his gambling online, explains, 
habits, he claims, as wagering in online but started gambling for more when he "You don't physically see the money, just 
casinos and sports betting sites followed discovered online ga,mbling. "I watched a number on the screen. It's not like when 
his real-life gambling. a friend make $300 I'D. 30 minutes, and I you play in person and have to run to the 

James soon found gambling negatively knew I wanted apart~ofthat." Not yet 18 ATM, thinking it's maybe time to quit." 
affecting his life. "Playing for a lot of at the time, Ben hacia friend set him up With the troubling experiences of 
money with friends causes problems," with an account at an online site, then students like James and Ben in mind, the" 
he says. "You don't want to take all your created his own account later. "Before university recently established a task force 
friends' money but you can't just let it go high school graduation, I made around ongambIing. Started this previous fall, 

......... 6 27 APRIL. 2006 
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the gl'OUp hopes to examine the impact 
of gambling, particularly online betting, 

. and determine what should be done about 
it. "It's certainly an issue on college cam
puses,and Notre Dame is no exception," 
says Associate Vice President Bill Kirk, 
. one' of the· administrators that leads the 
group. Kirk explains that the task force 
is currently in the process of collecting 
information on student gambling. 

Kirk says that the task force has listened 
to accounts of students struggling with 
gambling addictions. "We've talked to 
students who've had to withdraw from 
the university," says Kirk: In addition, 
the task force created an email address 

. (gambling@nd.edu) to accept storieS and 

27 APRIL2006 . 

concerns and held a listening session on 
Tuesday, Apri1)5. In addition to collect
ing data to understand the scope of the 
gambling situation at Notre Dame, Kirk 
says the task force, is looking at other 
schools and how theive responded to the 
dilemma. The task force may conclude 
that a change needs to be made to univer
sitypolicies. "Right now, duLac states that 
students must obey ,the law. As for gam
bling, it's pretty simple: it's illegal," Kirk 
says. In addition, the task force hopes to 
determine new resources to 'provide, po
tentially offering greater education about 
the dangers of gambling. ' 

For studeritslike James and Ben, it's 
. clear that something needs to be done . 

l~~ &holastic News· ..•...•...••. .' 

"I wish there was more of a warning here 
about gambling online," Ben says. "It gets 
out of control easily." While gambling 
offers temporary winnings, the losses can 
be permanently damaging. "It's a regret 
of mine," says Ben. "I'm going to have to 
deal with the pain and frustration of this 
experience fora long time." 0 
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High Stakes ................................ . 
An intimate look at an often-.ignored campus addiction 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• Daric snyder 

I 'm all in." if they ch~o~e to make the bet." James $500," Ben says. "Then I lost it all in one 
For poker players, these words says he was onCe owed $800. "Sometimes night." 

mean betting everything they have you'll lose s6m~ on purpose to a friend," After that, Ben walked away from 
left. It can multiply winnings or end he says, "because you know they can't online gambling for some time, yet was 
their game. At college campuses across pay you back~"JaIhes·~lso explained how drawn back during his freshman year at 
the country, as well as here at Notre his own financial situation suffered. "It's Notre Dame. Ben again lost l1,~arly$500 

. Dame, many students are ganibiing for hard to lose a few hundreddona~swhen .' 'in oile' night's'play and, after' a . couple 
more than a few measly chips. Lured you don't have any income," he says. "You of months, was down nearly $i:;~oo. "It 

. by the thrill of winning and the hope of can't spend any money at the'mall or on' wasn't' like Iwa's playfng' had,''' he says, 
easy money, students are turning to high the weekends sinc.e you lost it all." "and I was convinced I can't be that ridic-
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Notre Dame student whose name was •••••••.••••••••••••• took out a loan or anything drastic, but I 
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spoke with Scholastic about his gambling. "I'll have:a.·paper to write, but options for my money," he says. 
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friends' money but you can't just let it go high school graduation, I made around ongambIing. Started this previous fall, 
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the gl'OUp hopes to examine the impact 
of gambling, particularly online betting, 

. and determine what should be done about 
it. "It's certainly an issue on college cam
puses,and Notre Dame is no exception," 
says Associate Vice President Bill Kirk, 
. one' of the· administrators that leads the 
group. Kirk explains that the task force 
is currently in the process of collecting 
information on student gambling. 

Kirk says that the task force has listened 
to accounts of students struggling with 
gambling addictions. "We've talked to 
students who've had to withdraw from 
the university," says Kirk: In addition, 
the task force created an email address 

. (gambling@nd.edu) to accept storieS and 

27 APRIL2006 . 

concerns and held a listening session on 
Tuesday, Apri1)5. In addition to collect
ing data to understand the scope of the 
gambling situation at Notre Dame, Kirk 
says the task force, is looking at other 
schools and how theive responded to the 
dilemma. The task force may conclude 
that a change needs to be made to univer
sitypolicies. "Right now, duLac states that 
students must obey ,the law. As for gam
bling, it's pretty simple: it's illegal," Kirk 
says. In addition, the task force hopes to 
determine new resources to 'provide, po
tentially offering greater education about 
the dangers of gambling. ' 

For studeritslike James and Ben, it's 
. clear that something needs to be done . 

l~~ &holastic News· ..•...•...••. .' 

"I wish there was more of a warning here 
about gambling online," Ben says. "It gets 
out of control easily." While gambling 
offers temporary winnings, the losses can 
be permanently damaging. "It's a regret 
of mine," says Ben. "I'm going to have to 
deal with the pain and frustration of this 
experience fora long time." 0 
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Why do Notre Dame's library resources lag behind 
those of other prominent research universities? 

(') Pet:er Hadley 

W:en the word broke to the 
Notre Dame community 
that the university had been 

given a $14.5 million payout for playing in 
the 2006 Tostitos Fiesta Bowl, questions 
immediately rose as to how the money 
would be spent. The university quickly 
responded that the university was among 
those projects slated to receive a portion 
of the earnings. The money comes at a 
good time, as the library and some of 
its collections are in desperate need of 
updating. With the costs of journal prices 
outpacing allocated funds, some are be
ginning to question whether Notre Dame 
is committed to improving its library, 
which is lagging behind those of compa
rable institutions. Certain subject areas 
claim that they are so underfunded that 
they quickly run out of money before they 
have had the opportunity to provide basic 
research materials to faculty and students. 
With a large sum of money awaiting 
distribution to the library, larger issues 
are facing the university library system 
that may affect Notre Dame's status as a 
budding research institution. 

Unlike other elite institutions, .Notre 
Dame is a newcomer to the research 
scene. The university library began to 
place greater emphasis on research, in ad
dition to undergraduate teaching, only in 
the past four decades. The university was 
immediately at a disadvantage compared 
to libraries that have been collecting 

~ research materials for a longer period 
z of time. According to Kathryn Ryan-
@ Zeugner, the subject librarian in anthro-
..J pology, "The problem with this library 
~ ~ is its history. We are competing with 

l~jfji~ClllJU1~ who had been seriously collecting 
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books and other research materials for 
about 100 years before we even started. 
Columbia University's library in the mid-
1960s had 11 million volumes. Today, 
we have barely three million. We cannot 
expect to bridge that gap." Notre Dame is 
thus forced to play "catch up" with other 
leading educational institutions. 

Jennifer Younger, director of the 
university libraries, acknowledges this 
problem. "Notre Dame faces a challenge 
in developing collections and access to 
information because we have started from 
a smaller base and didn't make the deci
sion to become a teaching and research 
university until comparatively late. We 
are fast developing our position as an elite 
research university although we do face 
challenges in growing library collections 
and developing access to information 
resources. We must buy retroactively as 
well as currently to develop sufficient col
lections and access," Younger says. 

Yet some think that the profound 
effect technology has had on libraries 
will eventually allow schools like Notre 
Dame to reach the depth of resources thai 
the older research schools already have. 
Associate Director for Resources and 
Collection Services Gay Dannelly says, 
"some of these other schools like Harvard 
and Yale have spent years collecting their 
huge paper collections; but now technol
ogy has made it such that a lot of these 
same sources are available· electronically 
to anybody willing to pay. Technology is 
going to allow Notre Dame to catch up 
to schools like Harvard and Yale." 

Regardless of what format the resources 
take, money is still needed to acquire 
them. The library collections receive this 

money from two different sources - uni
versity allocations and endowments. 
University allocations are funds set aside 
for each department every year. With this 
money from the university, the subject 
librarians, in close collaboration with the 
faculty and graduate schools, purchase 
materials for research. The different 
amounts of money given to each depart
ment are based on levels set 30 years ago. 
Endowments come from outside donors 
and are usually reserved for a particular 
field of study determined by the donor. 
This means that those departments that 
do not have an endowment supporting 
them must rely solely on allocations from 
the university. Some, however, question 
whether these allocations provide enough 
money to those departments not fortu
nate enough to have endowments, such 
as many of the social sciences. 

Recently, the main cause of financial 
,struggles in libraries around the coun
try has been the rising cost of journal 
subscriptions, primarily in electronic 
form. The price for journals in nearly all 

. disciplines has risen dramatically - about 
eight percent a year - and has made its 
presence felt especially here at Notre 
Dame. Because research, depending on 
the subject, is primarily focused in jour
nals, departments are encouraged to buy 
subscriptions, even though the prices are 
sometimes inordinately expensive. One 
science journal that the Notre Dame 
library subscribes to - Brain Research 
- cOsts $24,000 per year. 

With no endowments to fund their 
purchasing, many of the social science 
departments 3:re suffering as a result. 
Michael Lutes, the subject librarian for, 
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political science and sociology, discussed 
the ramifications of the low funds. "We 
are really down to the bone," Lutes says. 
"We are at the point where you can't cut 
anymore." 

Library departments run out of\he 
allocation money within the first couple 
weeks of the academic year and are left 
with a wish-list of materials they need 
but are unable to buy. "Some departments 
have trouble trying to spend all their 
money," Ryan-Zeugner says. "The gap is 
growing between those departments that 
have and those that have not." 

Due to inflating journal prices, librar
ians are sometimes forced to cancel their 
subscriptions to valuable electronic and 
paper journals. "We have faculty requests 
for materials that we just don't have the 

£ "L "Wi money to payor, utes says. e are 
simply unable to help them out. At this 
point, it would be like robbing Peter to 
pay Paul." While undergraduates may not 
be as noticeably affected by this, it is the 
faculty and the graduate students who 
are at a significant disadvantage if basic 
research materials are not available. Ryan
Zeugner agrees, saying, "I think that the 
library owes it to the departments, the 
faculty and the students to support them 
with basic research materials." 

But as journal prices continue to rise, 
the university has been slow to increase 
the amount of money allocated to the 
library. According to Ryan-Zeugner, a 
few years ago, the anthropology depart
ment wrote a report on the state of the 
department with information about its 
growth and need for increased support. 
They sent the report to the Department 
of Development, hoping to entice donors 
for endowments, but with no success. 
"Until recently, the university kept us on 
a flat budget for four years which meant 
that we were cannibalizing ourselves," 
Ryan-Zeugner says. 

In spite of this setback, library and 
university officials say that measures 
are being undertaken to increase library 
funding. Between 1996 and 2001, the 
university doubled the Library Acquisi
tion Fund. Since then, the provost's office 
provided one-time supplemental funds for 
two years to maintain access to journals 
and increase book purchases. While this 
relief is helpful, it does not truly address 
the annual problem of journal price in
flation. But it is also true that in the last 
three years allocations have been steadily 
increasing, especially to the social sci-
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ences, to help alleviate the problem of in
flation. Addressing the funding, Younger 
also referenced a university campaign that 
started in 2004 and is scheduled to end 
in 2011. Its goal is to raise more money 
for the library in general and to increase 
the number of programs sustained by 
endowments. 

With these financial questions looming 
overhead; many people saw the Fiesta 
Bowl's $14.5 million payout as an impor
tant source of relief. The actual dollar 
amount going to the library is yet to be 
determined, but whatever money that 
does come is going straight to library 
collections, not to renovations on the 
library's physical structure. The funds, 
however, will only act as temporary 
relief. "The money will be very helpful, 

especially for one-time purchases that fill 
up gaps in certain collections/' Younger 
says. For annual additions, this money 
does little .to nothing to aid the library's 
expansion efforts. 

This lack of university concern and 
response is something that still causes 
distress for many. "I think the university 
tends to view the library as a landmark 
sight or building and not as a landmark 
source of research," Lutes says. "There 
needs to be a better understanding of what 
it means to be a real research library and 
what is needed to sustain one." 0 
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flation. Addressing the funding, Younger 
also referenced a university campaign that 
started in 2004 and is scheduled to end 
in 2011. Its goal is to raise more money 
for the library in general and to increase 
the number of programs sustained by 
endowments. 

With these financial questions looming 
overhead; many people saw the Fiesta 
Bowl's $14.5 million payout as an impor
tant source of relief. The actual dollar 
amount going to the library is yet to be 
determined, but whatever money that 
does come is going straight to library 
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library's physical structure. The funds, 
however, will only act as temporary 
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especially for one-time purchases that fill 
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says. For annual additions, this money 
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response is something that still causes 
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tends to view the library as a landmark 
sight or building and not as a landmark 
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needs to be a better understanding of what 
it means to be a real research library and 
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~r as long as he can remember, 
Travis Clark has wanted to fly. 
As a fourth grader in Salina, 

Kan., he would pore over books on flight, 
fascinated by all types of planes and the 
science behind putting and keeping them 
in the air. Clark's grandfather, an Air 
Force veteran, nurtured his grandson's 
interest by bringing him to air shows, 
where Clark had a chance to see up close 

be a little fearful about combat situations, 
I don't have many apprehensions, even if 
I have to go overse'as.", 

Clark is one of about 275 Notre Dame 
students enrolled iii ROTC"for almost all 
of whom the possibilitj ofbeing deployed 
to the Middle Ea'st is high'. With the 
war in Iraq moving into its fourth year, 
in addition to the fighting of what the 
Bush administratidn calls the "long war" 

@ Scholastic Cover Story· .. ' ...... '. 

the service. Although he was involved in 
the war effort after graduating, Christo
pher's four years in ROTC came during 
peacetime. "Everybody knew war was 
something that could happen, and that 
sooner or later there would be one," he 
says. "But it was never something like, 
'Get ready, you're going to go,' which I 
think is the mindset today. The people 
going through ROTC today know that 

once they've received their the military fighter planes 
that had first captivated him 
in the movie "Top Gun." In 
high school; as his child
hood fascination evolved 
into a calling, Clark decided 
to apply to the Air Force 
Reserve Officers' Train
ing Corps (ROTC) at the 
recommendation of a cous
in who had been in Navy 
ROTC at the University of 

"I feel like by going into the Nurse Corps,l'm finally 
doing something within ROTC that I believe in, 
whereas before, I was really unsure about what I 
was doing and why I was doing it." 

commissions and go to their 
active duty posts, they will 
probably shortly thereafter 
deploy." He also speculated 
that this mindset may have 
impacted the bigger picture 
for ROTC programs. "I'm 
sure the war is on people's 
minds today, and I'm sure 
that some ROTC participa-

Kansas. "He said it was a blast, a great 
way to get both the college experience 
. and still come out as a second lieutenant in 
the service of your choice," Clark says. "I 
also had a strong sense of patriotism, and 
I wanted to serve my country somehow, 
and I figured that military service would 
probably be the best way to do it." 

Clark was accepted into Notre Dame 
and its Air Force ROTC unit in 2002, 
and just seven months after he arrived 
on campus, President George W. Bush 
announced the beginning of the U.S.
led invasion of Iraq. Instantly, the idea 
of fighting in a war became palpable 
for Clark and his ROTC classmates. "If 
anybody in ROTC was wavering, I think 
the war pushed them over one way or the 
other," Clark says. "For me, I thought, 
'OK, this is exactly why I want to be in 
the service.'" 

-Theresa Welch 

against international terrorism, ROTC 
students are facing a future much more 
stark than they would have faced just a 
few years ago. 

W:en Eric Welch enrolled at 
Notre Dame and its Navy 
ROTC program in 1992, 

he couldn't have known what he was 
starting. Over the next 11 years, his four 
younger siblings would follow precisely in 
his footsteps, with his two sisters joining 
Navy ROTC and his two brothers enter
ing Army ROTC, all at Notre Dame. 
While Eric was never involved in combat 
operations, serving his time In Virginia, 
France, Italy and Indiana all before 9/11, 
things have been different for the younger 
Welch siblings. Christopher('OO) served 
in Kuwait from January 2003 untilJanu
ary 2004, constructing tent cities for ar
riving soldiers as the war iIi Iraq began. 
Colin ('02) is on his second tour of Iraq 
now. Maria ('05) just returned from a six
month deployment in the Persian Gulf. 
Theresa is scheduled to graduate in 2007, 
when she plans to enroll in an accelerated 
nursing program at St.· Mary's College, 
after which she will join the Navy Nurse 
Corps. 

tion has decreased because 
of that. People in the classes now are 
talking to people who have just deployed 
and they can tell them what it's like," he 
says. Christopher added, however, that 
the war has probably not affected ROTC 
as much as some people might think, since 
ROTC students see the war as a chance 
to "contribute to something." 

Christopher's suppositions were largely 
confirmed by Lt. Col. Kelly Jordan, the 
top officer in the faculty body overseeing 
Notre Dame's Army ROTC program. 
While ROTC enrollment numbers have 
been decreasing, Jordan attributes the 
dropping numbers to various aspects of 
a decade-long trend, not the war in Iraq. 
In 1996, there were approximately 800 
Notre Dame ROTC students, which has 
dropped to below 300 today. The Army 
ROTC class of 1996, which graduated 
52 officers, was rated first in the nation. 
Army ROTC numbers steadily dropped 
in the following years, reaching a low of 
13 in the class of 2004 before growing 
to 20 graduates in 2005. Since the war 
started in 2003, ROTC enrollment num-
bers have remained fairly stable. 

Jordan says that one reason for the 
lower enrollment numbers involves the 
national scholarship policies that the 
military has adjusted in the past decade. 
"All of the services have taken to limit
ing their scholarships in some form or 
fashion," Jordan says. "They have said, 
'We will still have a four-year national 
scholarship program, but we're not going 
to let an unlimited number [of students] 
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Now, three years later, as the war in 
Iraq continues on with no real end in 
sight, Clark is set to graduate next month 
with a degree in computer science and 
an Air Force pilot slot waiting for him. 
And while many of his classmates will be 
starting jobs or preparing for graduate 
school in the weeks after commencement, 
Clark will report to Wichita, Kan., for the 
first stages of pilot training. Within two 
years' time, he could ,be flying missions 
over the Persian Gulf. "If they send me 
over there, it's not going to be something 
that will deter me from remaining in the 
service," Clark says. "There are always 
threats and you're always in harm's way, 
but aside from the basic human instinct to 

Christopher left the Army after re
turning from Kuwait in 2004, and he 
quickly entered the Mastersof Business 
Administraion program at Notre Dame. 
While he enjoyed doing ",cool things 
with great people" in the Army, a desire 
to not deploy again was one of several 
factors that drove Christopher to leave go to a high-cost school like Notre Dame. ~:::;;:::~. 
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be a little fearful about combat situations, 
I don't have many apprehensions, even if 
I have to go overse'as.", 

Clark is one of about 275 Notre Dame 
students enrolled iii ROTC"for almost all 
of whom the possibilitj ofbeing deployed 
to the Middle Ea'st is high'. With the 
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the service. Although he was involved in 
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-Theresa Welch 
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started in 2003, ROTC enrollment num-
bers have remained fairly stable. 

Jordan says that one reason for the 
lower enrollment numbers involves the 
national scholarship policies that the 
military has adjusted in the past decade. 
"All of the services have taken to limit
ing their scholarships in some form or 
fashion," Jordan says. "They have said, 
'We will still have a four-year national 
scholarship program, but we're not going 
to let an unlimited number [of students] 
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starting jobs or preparing for graduate 
school in the weeks after commencement, 
Clark will report to Wichita, Kan., for the 
first stages of pilot training. Within two 
years' time, he could ,be flying missions 
over the Persian Gulf. "If they send me 
over there, it's not going to be something 
that will deter me from remaining in the 
service," Clark says. "There are always 
threats and you're always in harm's way, 
but aside from the basic human instinct to 
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We'll fund some, but will not fund all.'" 
Along with this reformed scholarship 
policy, Jordan notes, "Notre Dame 
has developed a significant financial 
aid package and the endowment has 
matured," factors that allow students to 
get substantial aid from the university 
without having to depend on an ROTC 
scholarship. 

While the war has apparently done 
little to affect overall ROTC enroll
ment numbers at Notre Dame, there 
is still a question regarding the war's 
effect on the retention rate of officers 
after their required time of service has 
elapsed. Most ROTC officers are obli
gated to serve four years of active duty 
after graduation, at which point they 
can decide whether or not they wish to 
remain on active duty. Some officers, 
like Christopher Welch, choose to leave 
the service, while others remain in the 
military. On April 10, 2006, an article 
in the New York Times suggested that 
the war in Iraq has affected these deci
sions for Army officers, as more than 
a third of the United States Military 
Academy at West Point's class of 2000 
left active duty at the earliest possible 
moment, the lowest retention rate in the 
past 16 years. The article also reported 
that there is a similarly decreasing rate 
among former ROTC students. Notre 
Dame does not have access to the reten
tion rates of its ROTC alumni because 
the records are kept by the individual 
military branches. But the Times article 
suggests that wartime experience has 
moved young military officers across 
the board to seriously consider their 
commitment. 

'fheresa Welch, the youngest 
of the Welch siblings, has 
yet to see active duty, but 

she has already undergone a serious ' 
examination of her own commitment 
to the United States military. "I was 
hesitant for a while to be in ROTC, 
because I tossed around for a while the 

devout Catholic, recognizes and approves 
of the peacekeeping and humanitarian 
aid efforts that the military undertakes, 
but she still remained unsure of her own 
participation in ROTC because of a 
deep-seated opposition to "unnecessary 
violence," which she feared she might 
have to participate in if she continued on 
the path to becoming a naval officer. 

This uneasiness led Theresa to Pllrsue 
entrance into the Navy Nurse Corps after 
graduation. "I feel like by going into the 
Nurse Corps, I'm finally doing something 
within ROTC that I believe in, whereas 
before, I was really unsure about what 
I was doing and why I was doing it. I 
really didn't want to be doing it just for 
the money, but I wasn't really sure why I 
was doing it otherwise," she says. "I feel 
like I would be making sacrifices if! got 
deployed to Iraq, but for such a good 
cause - to help people who are wounded, 
whether they are our wounded soldiers or 
enemy combatants or civilians. So that's 
sort of how I'm coming to peace with my 
moral dilemma." 

Theresa admits that she is unlike 
many other ROTC students, as she has 
struggled with her participation in the 
program more than most. She is thank
ful for her doubts, hQwever. "There is a 
certain amount of struggle that goes on 
with how you feel about what's going on 
politically, how you feel about what will 
go on ethically and what your role in 
that should be," Theresa says. "I think 
it's good that people get·upset and don't 
know what they're supposed to do. It's 
like struggling with your faith. It's good 
to have a faith crisis, because you have to 
work your way through it and then you 
understand better where you're going." 
. The faith-based nature of Theresa's 
contemplations is reminiscent of a ques
tion that has floated around this Catholic 
campus for years, one that has become all 
the more relevant against the backdrop of 
the war in Iraq: Should ROTC even be at 
Notre Dame? 

moral repercussions of the military in £1s the United States prepared for 
ge?~ral, and I ~asn't even sure if the the war in Iraq in early 2003, 
mllltary was domg a good thing, so I Catholic Church leaders in the 
certainly didn't want to be a part of it if tlcan and the U.S. spoke out loudly and 
I wasn't sure," Theresa says. "And then clearly against the imminent invasion. 
I came to a point where I decided that Pope John Paul II declared that the war 
the military on the whole, while it does would be a "defeat for humanity." Car
make a lot of mistakes and is a tool that dinal Pio Laghi,a personal envoy from 
can be used to do bad things, it does do Pope John Paul II, visited President Bush 
a lot of good things also." Theresa, a and said the wa~' would be "illegal" and 
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"unjust" without authorization from the 
United Nations. In February, the United 
States Conference of Catholic Bishops 
(USCCB) issued a statement opposing the 

impose terrible new burdens on an already 
long-suffering civilian population and 
could lead to wider conflict and instability 
in the region." Despite the Church's vocal 
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cal and theoretical" requirements for a 
just war, he says, intelligence that only the 
government had was necessary for evalu
ating the potential war practically. "The 

possible war, saying that it did 
not qualify as a "just war" under 
the Catholic criteria. 

'C,' ' ..• '." •. ' ""'" ,.,":: 

requirements to make the war 
just could only be evaluated 
in light of intelligence that 
the Church didn't have access 
to," Matich says. "The only 
people who really did have ac
cess to all of that information 
to make those evaluations of 
how grave a threat Iraq was 
were President Bush and his 
advisors. Maybe you like Bush 
and maybe you don't, but you 
have to admit he had more 

Just War theory is an estab
lished Christian tradition that 
dates back in its earliest form to 
St. Augustine, who died in the 
early 5th century. It includes a 
set of criteria that are meant to 
discern whether the use of mili
tary force is justified in a given 
situation. The USCCB stated 
that the proposed war in Iraq 
violated several key require-

IIl'm not particularly pleased with the recent 
track record of our military, and I'm just very 
uncomfortable with this Catholic university 
training people to serve in the military when 
the decisions of the military could be against 
what we stand for.1I 

-Michael Rossmann 
.', • • ,. ~ I • ... ~. v'::' .''., 

ments of Just War theory. First among 
those violated was "just cause," which 
prohibits the use of preventative force to 
overthrow a "threatening regime" that 
is not imminently poised to launch an 
offensive. The USCCB also said that the 
United States did not have "legitimate 
authority" to begin the war on its own, as 
force was not deemed appropriate by the 
United Nations. Another key criterion 
that the USCCB was concerned about 
in the possible war was the probability 
of success. The bishops wrote that the 
invasion "might provoke the very kind of 
attacks that it is intended to prevent, could 

opposition to the war, it began on March 
19,2003, forcing Catholics, both soldiers 
and civilians, to grapple with conflicting 
messages from Church and state. With 
a war deemed unjust by many Church 
officials, could Notre Dame ROTC 
students remain in the program in good 
conscience? 

Nick Matich, a senior Navy ROTC 
student set to board the U.S.S. Mahan 
in Norfolk, Va., after graduation, says 
that for him, the Church did not have the 
information it needed to make a practical 
assessment of the threat that Iraq posed. 
While the Church lays out the "theologi-

information on this than you 
did, and you're left with no choice but to 
trust his evaluations of it." 

A statement by Catholic Archbishop for 
Military Services Edwin O'Brien echoes 
Matich's sentiments. "Given the complex
ity of .factors involved, many of which 
understandably remain confidential, it 
is altogether appropriate for members of 
our armed forces to presume the integrity 
of our leadership and its judgments and 
therefore to carry out their military du
ties in good conscience," O'Brien wrote, 
in reference to Catholics' participation in 
the war in Iraq. 

Nevertheless, some members of the 
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We'll fund some, but will not fund all.'" 
Along with this reformed scholarship 
policy, Jordan notes, "Notre Dame 
has developed a significant financial 
aid package and the endowment has 
matured," factors that allow students to 
get substantial aid from the university 
without having to depend on an ROTC 
scholarship. 
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is still a question regarding the war's 
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in the New York Times suggested that 
the war in Iraq has affected these deci
sions for Army officers, as more than 
a third of the United States Military 
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moment, the lowest retention rate in the 
past 16 years. The article also reported 
that there is a similarly decreasing rate 
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Dame does not have access to the reten
tion rates of its ROTC alumni because 
the records are kept by the individual 
military branches. But the Times article 
suggests that wartime experience has 
moved young military officers across 
the board to seriously consider their 
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yet to see active duty, but 

she has already undergone a serious ' 
examination of her own commitment 
to the United States military. "I was 
hesitant for a while to be in ROTC, 
because I tossed around for a while the 

devout Catholic, recognizes and approves 
of the peacekeeping and humanitarian 
aid efforts that the military undertakes, 
but she still remained unsure of her own 
participation in ROTC because of a 
deep-seated opposition to "unnecessary 
violence," which she feared she might 
have to participate in if she continued on 
the path to becoming a naval officer. 

This uneasiness led Theresa to Pllrsue 
entrance into the Navy Nurse Corps after 
graduation. "I feel like by going into the 
Nurse Corps, I'm finally doing something 
within ROTC that I believe in, whereas 
before, I was really unsure about what 
I was doing and why I was doing it. I 
really didn't want to be doing it just for 
the money, but I wasn't really sure why I 
was doing it otherwise," she says. "I feel 
like I would be making sacrifices if! got 
deployed to Iraq, but for such a good 
cause - to help people who are wounded, 
whether they are our wounded soldiers or 
enemy combatants or civilians. So that's 
sort of how I'm coming to peace with my 
moral dilemma." 

Theresa admits that she is unlike 
many other ROTC students, as she has 
struggled with her participation in the 
program more than most. She is thank
ful for her doubts, hQwever. "There is a 
certain amount of struggle that goes on 
with how you feel about what's going on 
politically, how you feel about what will 
go on ethically and what your role in 
that should be," Theresa says. "I think 
it's good that people get·upset and don't 
know what they're supposed to do. It's 
like struggling with your faith. It's good 
to have a faith crisis, because you have to 
work your way through it and then you 
understand better where you're going." 
. The faith-based nature of Theresa's 
contemplations is reminiscent of a ques
tion that has floated around this Catholic 
campus for years, one that has become all 
the more relevant against the backdrop of 
the war in Iraq: Should ROTC even be at 
Notre Dame? 
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ating the potential war practically. "The 

possible war, saying that it did 
not qualify as a "just war" under 
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requirements to make the war 
just could only be evaluated 
in light of intelligence that 
the Church didn't have access 
to," Matich says. "The only 
people who really did have ac
cess to all of that information 
to make those evaluations of 
how grave a threat Iraq was 
were President Bush and his 
advisors. Maybe you like Bush 
and maybe you don't, but you 
have to admit he had more 

Just War theory is an estab
lished Christian tradition that 
dates back in its earliest form to 
St. Augustine, who died in the 
early 5th century. It includes a 
set of criteria that are meant to 
discern whether the use of mili
tary force is justified in a given 
situation. The USCCB stated 
that the proposed war in Iraq 
violated several key require-
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prohibits the use of preventative force to 
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is not imminently poised to launch an 
offensive. The USCCB also said that the 
United States did not have "legitimate 
authority" to begin the war on its own, as 
force was not deemed appropriate by the 
United Nations. Another key criterion 
that the USCCB was concerned about 
in the possible war was the probability 
of success. The bishops wrote that the 
invasion "might provoke the very kind of 
attacks that it is intended to prevent, could 

opposition to the war, it began on March 
19,2003, forcing Catholics, both soldiers 
and civilians, to grapple with conflicting 
messages from Church and state. With 
a war deemed unjust by many Church 
officials, could Notre Dame ROTC 
students remain in the program in good 
conscience? 

Nick Matich, a senior Navy ROTC 
student set to board the U.S.S. Mahan 
in Norfolk, Va., after graduation, says 
that for him, the Church did not have the 
information it needed to make a practical 
assessment of the threat that Iraq posed. 
While the Church lays out the "theologi-

information on this than you 
did, and you're left with no choice but to 
trust his evaluations of it." 

A statement by Catholic Archbishop for 
Military Services Edwin O'Brien echoes 
Matich's sentiments. "Given the complex
ity of .factors involved, many of which 
understandably remain confidential, it 
is altogether appropriate for members of 
our armed forces to presume the integrity 
of our leadership and its judgments and 
therefore to carry out their military du
ties in good conscience," O'Brien wrote, 
in reference to Catholics' participation in 
the war in Iraq. 

Nevertheless, some members of the 



Notre Dame community remain con- and I'm just very uncomfortable with this 
cerned that ROTC is inconsistent with Catholic university training people to 
Notre Dame's Catholic character, espe- serve in the military when the decisions 
cially in light of the Iraq war. Michael of the military could be against what we .. 
Rossmann, a junior theology and eco- stand for." 
nomics major, is the rising president of Jordan emphasizes that ROTC at 
Notre Dame Peace Fellowship (NDPF), Notre Dame is not specifically related to 

. a campus group that meets weekly to any war, but is aboutleadership training 
pray for peace and to discuss world issues and service first and foremost. "Training 

to earn a commission, but there's nothing 
implicit in there about ordering them to 
service. Most will have to face that situ-
ation; I've had to face it five times in my 
life as a Catholic. And every time I have 
to go through the same decision-making 
process. 'Can I reconcile this with my 
faith?' It is an intensely personal decision 
for anyone." 

dealing with war and peace. "I feel very someone to lead soldiers ethically and 
uncomfortable when we as a Catholic morally and with character is very dif- In addition to some people's concerns 
institution are in. some ways training ferent than ordering them to serve in the about the presence of ROTC at 
students to go to war and even participate Iraq war, which is something that ROTC Notre Dame from the perspective of 
in what, in my mind, ~9-l}.ld be blatantly doesn't do,';, he says, noting that from an' ",the war in Iraq, there are otheroaspects of 
unjust wars, wars that n:lveljeen.criticized.-·. orders standpoint, ROTC's influence' ·;/the program t4i1tworry some on campus. 
by many church officials," Rossmann does.not extend beyond campus. "We Professor MargaretPfeiloftheTheology 
says. "I'm not particularly pleased with provIde [students with] the leadership Department believes that because the 

I''f'/.~-.,;:''..:the recent track record of our military, training and skills and the opportunity ROTC curriculum is designed by the 
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government, Notre Dame is-not allowed 
to form its ROTC students in the Catho
lic}ust War tradition as well as itc;uld. 
Pfeil and Jordan team-taught a course 
last semester titled "War, Law and Eth
ics," a course designed to expose students 
to the theological and practical natures 
of Just War theory. Pfeil said that the 
course used to be required for all ROTC 
students, but the government deemed 
the policy inappropriate because of the 
class' specifically Catholic nature. While 
Jordan .contiriues to instruct all· ROTC 
members on the history and underlying 
philosophy of Just War theory in other 
forums, Pfeil believes that something 
important is lost without the theologi
cal element of the tradition that "War, 
Law and Ethics" includes. "Uordan] can 
teach Just War, but what's missing is the 
theological dimension ofJust War. Unless 
you can address the theological aspect 
of Just War theory, I think it's a pretty 
diminished version of Just War theory. 
For Catholics, it's imperative that they're 
exposed at least once in their lives to the 
theological grounding of that theory be
cause it has everything to do with being 
in right relationship. with God. It's not 
just a question oflegal theory or military 
regulation, but it's also a question of being 
in a relationship with God." 

Pfeil is also concerned with the priori
ties that an ROTC program at a Catholic 
university suggest. "We have people liv
ing on the streets," she says. "What would 
happen if we were to divert the billions of 
dollars we spend on the military into the 

infrastructur..e of our own country? In my 
mind, a Catholic university ought to be 
serving those ends, precisely because of 
its Catholic identity. We need to be more 
prophetic in raising that as a moral issue 
facing us in our times." 

Jordan repeatedly stressed the service 
and leadership aspects of ROTC, ideals 
that fall squarely in line with Catholic 
teaching. "We've really gone out of our 
way to educate. the community about what 
we do. It's about developing leadership, 
character and intellect," he says. "It's not 
about teaching people to kill." 

These issues are only a few among 
many surrounding ROTC at Notre 
Dame, but a student-led effort has sought 
to get both sides talking together, hop
ing to create a sustainable dialogue that 
examines ROTC at the university fully 
and clearly. 

O n a Tuesday night last Novem
ber, about 30 students met in 
the coffeehouse of the Center 

for Social Concerns. The group would not 
have seemed unusual to anyone passing 
by, but the gathering had brought togeth
er students who would have rarely found 
themselves in the same place at once. 
About 20 ROTC cadets and midshipmen 
sat down with about 10 NDPF members 
for one of a series of five dialogue sessions, 
organized by sophomore Clare Feeney, 
an NDPFmember who acts as a liaison 
between the groups. 

During the meeting, both groups of 
students were instructed to write down 
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stereotypes they held about the students 
of the other organization. Among the 
list created by ROTC students were the 
words "vicious," "ungrateful," "hippies" 
and "Communists." NDPF students 
seemed to think that ROTC cadets and 
midshipmen were "Republicans," "hawk
ish" and "pointless." After listing the ste
reotypes, the two sides began to discuss 
their world views, attempting to bridge 
the gap that clearly existed. "It seems to 
me that both sides want to accomplish 
the same things, but with different ap
proaches," Feeney says. "There is a lot 
of common ground that neither side saw. 
People were surprised to see that they 
weren't on totally different sides, and that 
they could work together." 

While some participants of the dia
logue sessions said that too often the talks 
devolved into the spouting of opinions 
without intellectual rigor nor a real care 
to understand the other side, ROTC and 
NDPF students and Jordan agreed that 
the concept is a good one that should be 
continued and expanded. "The dialogues 
are wonderful," Jordan says. "We're all 
devoted to peace. We're all devoted to 
taking care of our soldiers, to enhancing 
our Catholic faith. Once we get over the 
rhetoric and get to the substance of the 
issues, we end up finding that we have a 
lot of common ground." 0 
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o David Poell . .' 
'Dis coming Monday, hundreds 

of thousands 'of advocates for 
. a more inclusive immigration 

reform bill are expected to congregate 
in metropolitan' cities across the coun
try to protest the embarrassingly poor 
state of American immigration policies.' 

. , , Scheduled a rnere three weeks after the 
'widespread iminigration demonstra
tions of April 10, the May 1 protests are. 
beingorganlzed ,under the overriding 

, ,theme of "A DayWithout Immigrants." 
Organizers of the May 1 demonstrations 

.. t".nt.,~,,·· those dedicated to their 

humanitarian one derived from the 
Catholic Social Tradition. 

, The Rev. Daniel Groody, C.S.c., is 
the associate director of the Institute for 

, Latino Studies at Notre Dame and has 
spent much of his pastoral and scholarly 
work researching Latino spirituality and 
its importance' in the lives of Latino 
immigrants. In Groody's opinion, one 
of the· first steps . in . bridging' the gap 
between those divided on theissue must 
be a J;eevaluation of the, supposedinvio
lability of American civil law. Improper 

, entry into the United' States is prohibited 
under Title 8 . 325 ·of the U.S. 

Jr., who noted that an unjust law is no 
law at all. The "that's-the-Iaw-so-it . 
must-be-right" approach made by so " 
manyof those who favor strict draconian 
measures. against' illegal immigrants is 
dreadfully short .. sighted. Lest one forget 
·that every African-American who'sat 
in protes't atthe counter of an all.:.white 
Southern diner in the waning daysof tlle 
Jim Crow era was breaking alawin the 
pursuit of state.:.s~n.ctioned justice. 

Howeve:r;. a wholesale application " 
of "Strangers No More" would be • 
extiemelydifficult to,implem:ent'iri 
America.,and .wouldneyei be able to, 

" gain' significant bipartisan support in ' ' 
l.;,uf'fn,n;-~rlA'" td::p.et~~~,~:~W~mi;:ic~,92' ngr does have a f,lL "L.lL'''UL 

, '. 'Acommon thread" many of ' iarger,pi~ture."SocietYis ~~ehl~0~w~'~:'h"::~~~:~~~t~~1~jJ~~~'~J:i~~~I~~~t~~~~~£~;~3]~ 
. .,' ,the arguments that dominate. main- [it'treats its] most vulnerable ,people," ButpJ,'ogress can " ... '11 ......... 

. stream newspapers and the always Groodysays, "and there are always going country starts thiriking 
ratings:'hungry' news talk shows is ,the ' to be civil laws that aren't in harmony of illegal immigrants ina . 
histrumental role - or lack thereof with other higher [divine] laws." , ferent fashion. Immigrants shouldn't be 
- of illegalimmigrants in America and Last June, the Catholic bishops of reduced to the label of being "aliens" or 
the effects these people will have on the America and Mexico issued a joint despicable ~'invadeJ,'s" who - according 
changing landscape of the country. Such statement on the immigration debacle to doctrinaire right-wingers like Sean 
arguments are primarily framed from between the two countries entitled, Hannity and 1v.Iichael Savage - seek en~ 
legal, national security, sociological or "Strangers No Longer: Together on the try to America primarily to undermine 
economic perspectives that serve to Journey of Hope." The statement echoes American culture (the very paradigm 
advance a particular ideology regarding the words of Groody by stressing the of multiculturalism and diversity that 
the way Americans should think about importance of an immigration policy owes much of its success to the fruits of 
the presence of over 11 million people that recogni~es the basic human rights' immigrant labor, mind you) and freeload 
who currently inhabit this country il- of all people. Also, many of the rights off the government. Neither should their 
legally. In the course ofintense political emphasized in the document-the right presence be examined solely on the ba
bickering, however, one perspective has to find work in a foreign land when job sis of their economic utility, success in 
been relatively ignored by cable news prospects are dire in one's homeland, . raising productive members of society 
!-'UllUlL", politicians, establishment media the to claim "refugee.= ...... _"-n ... r11rhrmt- important ','. ' 
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Indiana Dunes 
. ", ...... ', .......... . 

'Natiooai--
.La.ke,~hore 

pulling ~iiuifuru.n.:i)U,;~ 
<. . •• :~a~:~~ti!~~h~;~~t~a~;~ 
of scenery froin t~e flat Ihdiana 
prairie toa hilly. landscape, ,;with 
strikingbeaches;Iri fact; you '*Otl't 

· belieyethatY01:1arestill futh~same 
s'tate'when you explore the gorgeous· 
hiking trails and Climb the 'steep 
· ~iIries .. ThenationaLpark isag!"eat 
.northwestern Ifl:diana tteasute" and 
.d~fiI!itelyapla~~. ~qrt4checldng 
· °llt. . . 

.. The dunes lie just an hour: west 
of South Bencl, stretching across 
Lake{Porter alldLaPorte counties. 
The very west(!rn. tip "of the. park is 
· bordered by MiChigan City, Ind., 
a.nd it stretches east to Gary, Ind. It 
offers activities like camping,h~king, 
fi~hingand swinuning along the 
southern shores of Lake Michigan~ " 
Visitors can also 'tide horses 'froin 
March to December and cross-coun
#y ski when there are more than 
three inchesofsn.ow. . .. ". . 

· ",' The dunes are' a.great weekend 
"getaway for anyone' in South Bend 
this summer .. Whether camping 
for the night or taking a day trip, 
· this' site trulyhassomethirig for 
everybody." " 

. ';. -MollySlavin 

27 APRIL 2006 

'St~ Patrick's,' . 
C:ouhty:Park·. 

''.'',' 

li£~;~ 
LaurelRoad i1l50uth Bend: boasts 
a,plethc:>r~of' t:ntertainingarid:full 
activities;H yori~njoyhiking,~$ei:e 
are ·riaturetrailsthroughout·· the 
grounds and the park also offers a 
guidedtourforthosenotreadyfor a 

· solo adventUre. There are canoe.and 
· kayakien~lsify~ufind y~urseli dar-
· lng. enough tQ h.tavetheSt:.Jpseph" 
River and, for beginners, t;h~re' are 
lessons and guided ,trips: If you ju.st 
"Want a place to have a nice piCI* ora 
tookout,St.Paes Park has many sites 
that arepetfectforrelaxed,aD.~;}aid 
back get-togethers. St. Pat's Park also 
featllresanoutdodr amphitheater 

":':""the RobertJ..Fischgrund c;enter 
for thePerfoIini.11gArts ~:which is 
one of thelarg~t:outd()orfheaters ", 
in northern Indiana and at capacity 
can accommodate 5,000 people. Last 
but definitely not least, St. Pat's:Park 

'pbiys host every-year toth6Firefiy 
Festi~al, an eight~week longbxpo

.' sure to a: wealth of culturally diverse 
music, dance and. theater. "..... . 

..... ~ Meghan Paladino 

··Tri-Way:.:Qri"e~ln ...•. 
····J\IIovie·Tb·eate·y·' 

. . . .,,'.:- - ~. .... "". .. "~' .: "', .: -: .:.~' .' . 

, I~:r:p%:,n!i;,~')i'; 
•...•... "a .halfs:nb,ourfromca~pus 
~., is a great: wa.y to watch a moyie 
~and escape .the:traditional, rlleater . 
· ~tinospher:e.y'qu;ll f(!ellikeyo~'~ein 

.• ·.the·inovie~'G:tea_;;e" when yQ~seethe 
· authentiCity'of this drive in; .' '. 

Movies a.resh6wIl in pairs on the 
.. ·tlie.!!,ter's thJ;(!¢~e~orIl1ousPJ:"oje.c
· nb.nscreens·, sQ:'your ticket 'pays 
.. fOr twofull-:1~ii.gth l~ovies: It,is'a 

great place to go ona date 'or spend 
.arelaxing night with friends. The 
t4~ater:wi1l a1~9~·You tobring,your 

"own retreshlrienfs, into "the. coriiplex 
.. ~(you purch~sea$5food #d:Jjev6r

age ,permit;· otherwise they have a 
· concession stand on site tha:tOffers 
typical movie. th(!aterrefr~shmeJ.lts 
'asweI1asilihigs'likepizza, hU;g¢rs, " 
. pJ:"etzels and Fretich fries" J'ci:::Way 
lists their show 'times in the movie 

. listings ofthe.SouthBendTri~une 
alpng w:iththe other locahheaters. 
E,ven thought:his theateJ; .is'.not . 

.. ' Wic,l.ely knoWI1,~formationa:b9ut it 
is accessible in· the newspaper'6r on 
the'Web site (http://www.tri-way-

· ddve-in.com). . . 
. ..... ", 

".", . - K1-;stinKeve 

21 ••••••••. 
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.............. @ScholasticCulture 

• Michael o'connor 

'[
he scene on Friday, 
April 7 at Notre Dame's 
Stepan Center was quite 

different from what students typically 
expect from the usually quiet building. 
As country music star Pat Green and his 
band took the stage, the crowd erupted 
into applause, waving Texas flags and 
sporting cowboy hats. Bright lights and 
Green's energetic country rock filled the 
building while fog floated in the air and 
an intricately built stage sat before the 
cap city crowd. But 14 hours before, Ste
pan was bare. So just how does a concert 
of this magnitude come to be? 

When the Notre Dame community 
learned that the Student Union Board 
(SUB) was bringing Green to campus, 
it seemed like every public or closeted 
country fan instantly came out of the 
woodwork. In spite of the tremendous 
hype, there was some hesitation about 
Stepan as a location for the concert. Ste
pan, often viewed as a campus eyesore 
and a questionable venue, can deter some 
students from taking a concert seriously. 
Luckily, the Pat Green concert dispelled 
these negative views and Stepan felt like 
a premier sold-out arena. 

The Pat Green show was SUB's second 
concert of the school year; the first was 
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the successful Better Than Ezra show 
during the fall semester. Jenny Rager, the 
SUB advisor, said that the Better Than 
Ezra show went smoothly and prepared 
SUB to host another well-attended show. 
The performances, however, would not 
have been as successful without the 
help of the university and performer's 
crews, as well as the student volunteers 
that brought a great night of music to 
fruition. 

For this show, SUB was able to utilize 
the Texas Club, which provided both 
financial assistance and volunteers to 
SUB's efforts. "The Texas Club's ability 
to send us more volunteers [made] set
up and the show run more efficiently," 
Ragersays. 

Senior Chrissy Williford, the presi
dent of the Texas Club, discussed the 
club's eagerness to get involved with a 
Texas-rooted performer. "We jumped at 
the opportunity when we were contacted 
by SUB," Williford says. "We've been 
trying to get Pat Green to come for years 
but never had the money." Williford add
ed that, along with the money the club 
was able to contribute, they advertised 
by word of mouth, sending out emails 
to the club's 400 members and plugging 
the show at other events. 

In addition to the Texas Club's efforts, 
Jimmy Flaherty, former board manager 
of SUB, and Chris Lund, the SUB con
cert programmer, contributed 65 vol
unteers of their own to put together an 
impressive group of dedicated students. 
"My concert committee of SUB mem-

bers, as well as the other 
has been great in assisting 
He also remarked that 
ence with past concerts was 
planning the details and set:-::uiJ;clt ",l""~~ ;:<1':"~;(:l 
large show. 

The planning for the 
eral weeks before the actual day ot)~~::shl:)Wi 
Lund says the idea for the 
came from the Texas Club's 
to bring Green to campus . .n.ULULI.',=,JL><U:lY,· 

SUB wanted to try a new genre of 
and break away from the typical HJ'_~., • .l."·"''1 

ternative scene. 
The process begins when SUB CQ~lt;l(:ts;!:;~1 

an artist's agent and asks for a 
this, SUB makes a formal offer 
details are set, from ticket prices 
ity to band accommodations on 
One major complaint of the student 

sound equipment and the other 
Although Green also 
tion group and supplies of 
Group Built that aligned 
with that of Stepan and "".~ .. ",;,~r"h-",Ti;"h"lo' .. ~ 

Notre Dame's lack of an established cOllc¢rt?i~t; 
fund to attract big name bands. ;;OPp(~(tunity.;-{() 
SUB's Concert Committee does receive '., >IIumCrte 
a budget from the Financial Management 
Board "as a result of the annual allocation 
process of student activities fees and The 
Shirt proceeds," says Flaherty. This allows 
SUB to make sizeable offers. Moreover, it 
is always easy to find a venue since Stepan 
belongs to and is controlled by the Student 
Activities Office. 

The actual day of the concert, however, 
is SUB's true test. The day began at 7 a.m., 
with volunteers arriving throughout the day 
and staying until the early morning hours 
to break-down the set. At 8:45 a.m., the 
university-hired production crew, Group 
Built Concert Production, arrived in the 
first of two tractor-trailers full of equip
ment. One trailer is reserved specifically for 

donuts, coffee, water, ::'UI.lCI,iillLL.llJ.C:;i:LJC:; 

volunteers, as well as "+4""",;i",,, 

to the show if a volunteer w()rke<1thre~:cOI:'> 
more hours. 

Although SUB and 
a necessity, Group Built 
Green's team were an lJ' .lLC:;:~,l.a .. ,l·; 

day of set-up. For over a \u~;"auc,,:l.:~ 
Dame has hired Group llU,HL",'LUC".":'""".' .. r-c 

duce high-profile shows. 
university," says Shannon 
Built. "We make sure Pat GJ"eeil1,!s:'P~,9Pl¢·:<>'e1).t¢thiii:iiilg;"~'i 
have what they need to Hl<IJ1.C::L.lJLC:'.~)HU 
work." Over the years, 
overseen over 50 shows in 
admits that Stepan is a 
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his 'hit "Wave on Wave," a fantastic cover 
of Bruce Springsteen's "Glory Days" and 
many more songs in a set that kept every
one entertained from the first chord to the 
final bow. Although Scholastic was unable 
to get an interview with Green, Brendan 
Anthony, Green's fiddler, commented about 
the show after the concert. "This [was] the 
third show of our tour and it was a great 
night," Anthony says. "We play small and 
large shows, from rodeos to arenas, but we 
always love coming to colleges." 

The end-product of the Pat Green con
cert was quite impressive. "Attendance at 
the event was 1,100 people, which was a sell
out," Flaherty says. "We were very happy 
with the attendance." Although the show 
was a huge success, Schmall reinforced the -
hope that students realize just how much 
time it takes to put on a show in Stepan. 
"People don't realize how much work goes 
into this," she says. "People interested in 
concerts or those who want other bands 
to perform here should really try to get 
involved." 

After witnessing the dedication that goes 
into a SUB concert, Schmall's comments 
should be heeded by the student body - ap
preciate the hard work of Student Activities 
and student organizations to bring projects 
like this to life. SUB's unique ability to 
make large projects like this happen with 
student leadership and hard work is perhaps 
one of the best parts of Notre Dame's social 
scene. 0 

The Student Activities Office salutes Its 2006 
Indiana Collegiate Press Association Award Winners: 

~~------~---------------------~---------------------~-~--------------------------------------------------------~-~---------------------------------------------~-~----------~-~-----~-----------------~-------------------

Scholastic M~agazine - runner-up, 2006 News Magazine 
Editor: Mo Ertel & Jim Ryan 

Staff- News magazine of the year, second place 
Staff- Best single issue, third place. 
Editorial Staff- Best editorial or essay, first place. 
Editorial Staff- Best editorial or essay, third place. 
Annie Robinson- Best news story, second place. 
Dave Po ell- Best news story, third place. 
Dave Po ell- Best feature story, second place. 
Jim Ryan-·Best investigative or in-depth story, third place. 
Roque Strew- Best opinion column, third place. 
Mike Borgia- Best sports story, third place. 
Erik Powers- Best entertainment/humor column, first place. 
Halle Kiefer- Best entertainment/ humor column, third place. 
Christopher Meskill- Best sports column, second place. 
Michael Kim- Best sports column, third place. 
David Redenbaugh- Best cover design, second & third place. 
Phil Hall- Best feature photo, first & second place. 
Brenna Mannion- Best sports photo, second place. 
Phil Hall- Best sports photo, third place. 
Brenna Mannion- Best photo essay or picture story, first place. 
Phil Hall- Best photo essay or picture story, second place. 
David Redenbaugh- Best informational graphic, second place. 

Dome Yearbook - runner-up, 2006 Yearbook 

Editor: Moira Madden 
Staff- Division I yearbook of the year, second place. 
Staff- Best execution of theme, second place. 
Melissa Harris & Meg Harty- Best Album/Portrait Section, first place. 
Brendan Lynch- Best student life section. second place. 
Bridget Veinmeyer- Best Sports section, third place. 
Elizabeth Mierenfeld- Best academics section, second place. 
Mallory Brown- Best organization section, second place. 
Christina Chapman- Best special section, second place. 
Nicole Phillips- Best overall design, first place. 
Carolyn McGrady- Best news event photography, first place. 
Ryan Larson- Best news photography, third place. 
Eric Christiansen- Best feature photography, first place. 
Billy Gallagher- Best sports photography, third place. 

Juggler Magazine - 2006 Literary Magazine of the Year 

Editor: Mike Bogacz 
Staff- Literary magazine of the year, first place. 
Staff- Best overall design, first place. 
Staff- Best single issue, second place. 
Tim Smith- Best short poem, second place. 
R.E. Melly- Best rhymed poem, second place. 
Dan Reynolds- Best free verse poem, third place. 
April Wilkins- Best photographic illustration, third place. 
Liz McCorry- Best hand-drawn illustration, first place. 
Meeg Conroy- Best hand-drawn illustration, third place. 

- - - ---, ._-------- ------ -~- --- ~--- -- ----
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• sarah BarreU I n 1999, 18-year-old college dropout 
Shawn Fanning changed the future of 
the music industry. Fanning designed 

the first peer-to-peer (P2P) file-sharing 
network, a program he named Napster. 
Napster's offerings were epic. 
It allowed participants in 
the network to share and 
swap content files contain
ing audio, video or any type 
of digital data through a 
centralized server. His pro
gram soon attracted over 60 
million users, the attention 
of the music industry and 
a lawsuit for copyright in
fringement. Napster was the 
record store of the new mil
lennium, but it placed music 
in the hands of consumers 
for free - resulting in dire 
financial consequences for 
the music industry and the 
artists. 

Then, in 2000, only one 
year after Napster's release, 
Notre Dame's Office of the 
Provost - along with other 
university officials - creat
ed the University Commit
tee on Computing and In
formation Service (UCCIS), 
a committee dedicated to 
enforcing a ban on Napster 
use on the campus network. 
Student piracy had already 
become a problem. In July 
2001, having faced two years 
of lawsuits and fines totaling 
$36 million, Napster was 
forced to shut down as afree, 

. fiie~shai:i~g' 'se~~~r:" .., 
While the Recording Industry Associa

tion of America (RlAA)was successful in 
Shllttilng down Napster, the damage had 
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already been done. Napster's release had 
s~t the precedent for hundreds of other 
P2P illegal file-sharing servers, and its 
users were able to find the music they 
wanted elsewhere. Kitzaa, Limewire, 

Morpheus, 'Ares"GalaxJ:"BitTorrent, 
WinMX, FrostWire and many others 
were thriving and had improved upon 

Napster's weakn,esses. Such P2P applica
tions were no longer run by a centralized 
server, lllaking it nearly impossible for the 
music industry and companies like HBO 
and Universal Studio~ to identify and 

target the Weh host or master, 
as has been the case with Fan
ning. Even with the support 
· of the, No Electronic Theft 
. (NETj Act, created in 1997, 
thIS obstacle continued to be 
a daunting one. The NET Act 
triminalized "sound recording 
· copyright infringements occur
riugon the Internet, regardless' 
of whether there is a financial 
gain fr~om such infringements." 
The RIAA and companies like 

: .Universal Studios thus resorted 
to tracking down and suing 
th~ users themselves, keeping 

.a close watch on high-traffic 
areas like college campuses. 

Tracking college students 
in violation of copyright laws 
gives the prosecuting company 
the right to . fine both the of-

.'~ fender and the university if the 
university does not act upon a 
· complaint arid allows illegal ac- . 
tivity to ·continue. According to 
Kathleen .Brannock; assistant 
'~iirect~r of the Office of Resi-
dence Life .and Housing, the 
u'niversity has yet to have been 
held liable, hut the complaints 

:;~'hecessitate that something be 
done. "1 definitely think there 
are more.cases of it. Do I think 

. 'people are using it more? I 
. thin~ people are using it about 
the same as they had been but are 

being more careful," she notes. "I think 
companies h~ve becollle more vigilant in 
protecting their materials. The increase 
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of the problem on campus has beep due to It seems as though the f.r;e-:
a rise in security by these companies." .quency of illegal file sharing. 

Conversations with both students and has created a general """LUU"J.>L 

administrators indicate that this contro- of indifference to copyrightlaws. 
versy is far from settled. The arguments Freshman Samuel Banina was 
on both sides are legitimate- one call- sent to ResLife in October 200S£or 
ing for users of copyrighted materials iIlegallyd~wnloaci.ing the computer 
to pay the artist or industry for the files '. game "War Craft II." "I knew [Notre 
and programs they have, and the. other Dame's Responsible Use ofIT policy] was 
arguing that music is aform.of art and passed all the time, people':were doing it 
should be free for people to experience all the time, so I didn't think it was very 
and appreciate. In an article written in enforced. It looks like the university is 
August 2003, CNN.com columnist Marci ". just trying to cover its back." 
Hamilton compares illegal downl6iding ' .. Katie Rose,a manager at the Office of 
to shoplifting and argues, "[illegal down- Information Technology (OIT), com
loading] can be reduced by monitoring mented on OIT's involvement in this 
and warning." It is thIS tactic that both matter: "Generally speaking, OIT does 
the recording industry and Notre Dame not play policeman. We do not go out 
have implemented. Yet,itseems as though looking to find students that are sharing 
this tactic is both exhaustive and ulti- filesiIlegally. The onlytime:'westep,in 
mately unsuccessful. People 'will continue is at the request of General Counsel and 
to infringe copyright laws by exchanging Student Affairs' - the two offices that 
music, movies and TV shows as long as receive copyright abuse notices from the 
there are outlets for doing so. Aware of a recording industry or movie studios that 
means to save $18 on a new album, $20 a certain computer was noted sharing 
on that newly released DVD or $400 on files illegally-and we find out which stu
computer softwate,. not to mention the dent owns this machine and the validity 
ability to discover new music at the click of the complaint," Rose says. Rose also 
of a button, peopie will continue to find notes that mostindustries target "hunting 
ways to beat the system. Meanwhile, the pots" - individuals who share thousands 
companies and artists affected are frantic. of illegally downloaded files - moreso 
as they try to cope with financial losses. than individuals who share files on a 

Sophomore Stephen Giordano, who smaller scale. 
received a ResLife summons in February These complaints have been on the 
2006 for downl~:ading episodes of the· rise, with a totatof more than 110 cases 
FOX television s~ries ~'Hcilise," believes dealing with copyright violations last year 
that disciplinary .~c~ionis ~ot enough to alone. It was, according to Brannock, the 
stop the downloa~iri.g trend. "I just don't fourth most frequent violation dealt with 
download while lim here. I wait untilI'm by ResLife. This being said, it might seem 
home or get it difed:ly sen~ to me' from as though the prosecuting industries 
friends, because that can't b~tracked," he - already suffering financial losses - are 
says. He also mentions, "I thought it was. succeeding in their fight on one. level. Yet 
the one thing I W'as doing that;as legaL" despite the frequency of these cotilplaints '. 
The series had already ·aired and I could ,the success ofil;1dustries' effortst9 .reverse 

• . havetaped[theepis~des]." their financial woes nasbeen minimal. 
., '. ~t 
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They are battling against a tech-savvy 
generation of adolescents who crave the 

.' excitement and benefits ofInternet poten
tial and will continue to evolve their levels 
of expertise to create more advanced ap
plications. Some of the most cutting edge 
programs are "OurTunes" and "MyTunes 
Redux," two applications designed to 
hack into iTunes shared music libraries. 

"OurTunes" and "MyTU:nes Redux" allow 
users to download from other libraries 
in their network from an application that 
prides itself as a legal digital music and 
video download site. 

Is there a solution to the controversy? 
Will entertainment companies, like EMI 
Recorded Music, continue to lay offwork
ers due to a decrease in revenue? Will mu
sic sharing become legalized in response 
to the demands of the public? There 
must be a middle ground, but for now, 
ResLife has committed itself to educating 
students in response to external requests 
to do so, and nothing more. Seven years 
removed from the advent of Napster, it 
seems evident that Fanning's creation 
was the spark that ignited an age-defining 
revolution, one that will continue to cause 
drastic changes in the lives of all Internet 
users and entertainment industry workers 
for years to come. '" 
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Then, in 2000, only one 
year after Napster's release, 
Notre Dame's Office of the 
Provost - along with other 
university officials - creat
ed the University Commit
tee on Computing and In
formation Service (UCCIS), 
a committee dedicated to 
enforcing a ban on Napster 
use on the campus network. 
Student piracy had already 
become a problem. In July 
2001, having faced two years 
of lawsuits and fines totaling 
$36 million, Napster was 
forced to shut down as afree, 

. fiie~shai:i~g' 'se~~~r:" .., 
While the Recording Industry Associa

tion of America (RlAA)was successful in 
Shllttilng down Napster, the damage had 
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already been done. Napster's release had 
s~t the precedent for hundreds of other 
P2P illegal file-sharing servers, and its 
users were able to find the music they 
wanted elsewhere. Kitzaa, Limewire, 

Morpheus, 'Ares"GalaxJ:"BitTorrent, 
WinMX, FrostWire and many others 
were thriving and had improved upon 

Napster's weakn,esses. Such P2P applica
tions were no longer run by a centralized 
server, lllaking it nearly impossible for the 
music industry and companies like HBO 
and Universal Studio~ to identify and 

target the Weh host or master, 
as has been the case with Fan
ning. Even with the support 
· of the, No Electronic Theft 
. (NETj Act, created in 1997, 
thIS obstacle continued to be 
a daunting one. The NET Act 
triminalized "sound recording 
· copyright infringements occur
riugon the Internet, regardless' 
of whether there is a financial 
gain fr~om such infringements." 
The RIAA and companies like 

: .Universal Studios thus resorted 
to tracking down and suing 
th~ users themselves, keeping 

.a close watch on high-traffic 
areas like college campuses. 

Tracking college students 
in violation of copyright laws 
gives the prosecuting company 
the right to . fine both the of-

.'~ fender and the university if the 
university does not act upon a 
· complaint arid allows illegal ac- . 
tivity to ·continue. According to 
Kathleen .Brannock; assistant 
'~iirect~r of the Office of Resi-
dence Life .and Housing, the 
u'niversity has yet to have been 
held liable, hut the complaints 

:;~'hecessitate that something be 
done. "1 definitely think there 
are more.cases of it. Do I think 

. 'people are using it more? I 
. thin~ people are using it about 
the same as they had been but are 

being more careful," she notes. "I think 
companies h~ve becollle more vigilant in 
protecting their materials. The increase 
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of the problem on campus has beep due to It seems as though the f.r;e-:
a rise in security by these companies." .quency of illegal file sharing. 

Conversations with both students and has created a general """LUU"J.>L 

administrators indicate that this contro- of indifference to copyrightlaws. 
versy is far from settled. The arguments Freshman Samuel Banina was 
on both sides are legitimate- one call- sent to ResLife in October 200S£or 
ing for users of copyrighted materials iIlegallyd~wnloaci.ing the computer 
to pay the artist or industry for the files '. game "War Craft II." "I knew [Notre 
and programs they have, and the. other Dame's Responsible Use ofIT policy] was 
arguing that music is aform.of art and passed all the time, people':were doing it 
should be free for people to experience all the time, so I didn't think it was very 
and appreciate. In an article written in enforced. It looks like the university is 
August 2003, CNN.com columnist Marci ". just trying to cover its back." 
Hamilton compares illegal downl6iding ' .. Katie Rose,a manager at the Office of 
to shoplifting and argues, "[illegal down- Information Technology (OIT), com
loading] can be reduced by monitoring mented on OIT's involvement in this 
and warning." It is thIS tactic that both matter: "Generally speaking, OIT does 
the recording industry and Notre Dame not play policeman. We do not go out 
have implemented. Yet,itseems as though looking to find students that are sharing 
this tactic is both exhaustive and ulti- filesiIlegally. The onlytime:'westep,in 
mately unsuccessful. People 'will continue is at the request of General Counsel and 
to infringe copyright laws by exchanging Student Affairs' - the two offices that 
music, movies and TV shows as long as receive copyright abuse notices from the 
there are outlets for doing so. Aware of a recording industry or movie studios that 
means to save $18 on a new album, $20 a certain computer was noted sharing 
on that newly released DVD or $400 on files illegally-and we find out which stu
computer softwate,. not to mention the dent owns this machine and the validity 
ability to discover new music at the click of the complaint," Rose says. Rose also 
of a button, peopie will continue to find notes that mostindustries target "hunting 
ways to beat the system. Meanwhile, the pots" - individuals who share thousands 
companies and artists affected are frantic. of illegally downloaded files - moreso 
as they try to cope with financial losses. than individuals who share files on a 

Sophomore Stephen Giordano, who smaller scale. 
received a ResLife summons in February These complaints have been on the 
2006 for downl~:ading episodes of the· rise, with a totatof more than 110 cases 
FOX television s~ries ~'Hcilise," believes dealing with copyright violations last year 
that disciplinary .~c~ionis ~ot enough to alone. It was, according to Brannock, the 
stop the downloa~iri.g trend. "I just don't fourth most frequent violation dealt with 
download while lim here. I wait untilI'm by ResLife. This being said, it might seem 
home or get it difed:ly sen~ to me' from as though the prosecuting industries 
friends, because that can't b~tracked," he - already suffering financial losses - are 
says. He also mentions, "I thought it was. succeeding in their fight on one. level. Yet 
the one thing I W'as doing that;as legaL" despite the frequency of these cotilplaints '. 
The series had already ·aired and I could ,the success ofil;1dustries' effortst9 .reverse 

• . havetaped[theepis~des]." their financial woes nasbeen minimal. 
., '. ~t 
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They are battling against a tech-savvy 
generation of adolescents who crave the 

.' excitement and benefits ofInternet poten
tial and will continue to evolve their levels 
of expertise to create more advanced ap
plications. Some of the most cutting edge 
programs are "OurTunes" and "MyTunes 
Redux," two applications designed to 
hack into iTunes shared music libraries. 

"OurTunes" and "MyTU:nes Redux" allow 
users to download from other libraries 
in their network from an application that 
prides itself as a legal digital music and 
video download site. 

Is there a solution to the controversy? 
Will entertainment companies, like EMI 
Recorded Music, continue to lay offwork
ers due to a decrease in revenue? Will mu
sic sharing become legalized in response 
to the demands of the public? There 
must be a middle ground, but for now, 
ResLife has committed itself to educating 
students in response to external requests 
to do so, and nothing more. Seven years 
removed from the advent of Napster, it 
seems evident that Fanning's creation 
was the spark that ignited an age-defining 
revolution, one that will continue to cause 
drastic changes in the lives of all Internet 
users and entertainment industry workers 
for years to come. '" 
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W:en the phrase "men's la
crosse" appears in the me
dia, what is the first image 

that pops into your head? A game going 
back centuries to the time of the Native 
Americans? A beloved east-coast pastime 
making inroads across the nation? Or 
perhaps the utter desperation of ESPN2 
in showing Major League Lacrosse in the 
afternoon? 

Odds are, at this point, most people 
would inextricably link men's lacrosse 
to its worst images - partying frat boys 
with money to burn and testosterone to 
spare. As much as many who play the sport 
would like to deny it, the recent Duke 
scandal did not create this stereotype, 
but merely brought it to the forefront of 
national attention. It's unfortunate for the 
majority of players - both at Duke and 
nationwide - who did nothing wrong, 
who now think that playing lacrosse is 
something that they should hide, lest it 
reflect poorly on their character. 

More than just hurting lacrosse players, 
the scandal raises significant questions 
about the tension of wealthy private insti
tutions existing in blue-collar communi
ties, the "town versus gown" issues. How 
can students at an institution like Duke, 

or Notre Dame for that matter, react and 
recover from this fallout? 

For a number of former high school 
athletes currently attending Notre 
Dame, the answer lies in reaching out to 
mentor the future generation 6f lacrosse 
players in the South Bend community. 
Earlier this spring, a call went out in the 
Observer for Notre Dame students inter
ested in volunteering their time to aid an 
understaffed middle school-aged lacrosse 
program, the Saint Joe Junior Lacrosse 
Club,' currently in its second year. Eight 
young men responded and took on the 
responsibilities of not only teaching the 
game, but becoming mentors as well. 

"Since they are just starting, we are 
just working on the fundamentals, and 
we try to let them have as much fun as 
possible. They aren't good enough to 
work on strategy, so we get to playa lot of 
games, which is furi," says Peter McCor
mick, one of the volunteer head coaches. 
Fun equates to light-hearted drills and 
games, teaching more about the love of 
the game 'than the thrill of victory. For 
a sport commonly thought to be one of 
the most injury-plagued and dangerous, 
aside from football and hockey, this is a 
welcome change in perspective. 

Even Notre Dame varsity men's la
crosse players get in on the action, serving 
as referees for many of the middle school 
matches. Professor Karen Heisler, whose 
son Tim plays goalie for one of the teams, 
states that "the kids love [the coaches]." 
It doesn't matter to the kids that their 
coaches came from "gown" into the 
"town," all that matters is the spirit and 
fun of what they do. 

While it may be difficult to influence 
the sentiments of those adults who have 
their minds made up about the state of 
lacrosse, or the state of community rela
tions, it is possible to set a great example 
for those who have not yet made up their 
minds - those children who still need to 
be led. Recovery from the fallout of this 
scandal will be a long road, but judging 
by the work in our own community, it is 
not an impossible one. 0 
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SPORT: MEN'S BASEBALL 
OPPONENT: LOUISVILLE 
WHERE: FRANK ECK STADIUM 

WHEN:THREE-GAME SERIES FRIDAY, MAY 5, 
AT 6:05 P.M., SATURDAY, MAY 6, AT 1 :05 P.M. 

AND SUNDAY, MAY 7, AT 12:05 P.M. 

Brittany Lash, 
Assistant Sports Editor 

The Irish are on a roll, and this series is 
one through which they should have 

few problem navigating, if any. The 
Cardinals are 17-22 as of April 23, 

and are only 8-6 in the Big East. 
Compare this to the Irish record 

of31-8, including a 21-game win 
streak, and a 13-1 Big East mark, 
and Louisville's odds look slim. 
The Cards, however, could 
look to exploit an Irish team 
weary with its lengthy home 
stand, South Florida and St. 
John's. Fighting to keep their 
Big East win percentage 
above .500 could provide the 
Cards significant motivation 
but not enough to overcome 
the Irish in their last home 
series of the regular sea
son. The team will send'its 
seniors out on a high' note, 
sweeping the three-game 
senes. 

Christopher Meskill, 
Editor-in-Chief 

The Notre Dame baseball team 
comes into this weekend series 

as the hottest team in the NCAA. 
The only question is can the 

Irish sustain this unprecedented 
momentum against the struggling 

Louisville Cardinals. Let's look at 
, ,,,the,'-facts: Notre Dame is riding a 

20.:plus-game winning streak led by 
senior first baseman Craig Cooper, 

who is batting well over .400 for the 
season. 'Louisville comes to town carry

ing a 17-22 record, including 2-5 in their 
last seven games. With emphasis on ending 

the season strong, I expect more of the same 
from the Irish, taking the series in convincing ,:beingtradedearl~erthism6ni:h.,"The ,tqfourth.' 

L~~areagreat:o~galliza~on fi.brritop " " fashion, 3-0. 
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games, teaching more about the love of 
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a sport commonly thought to be one of 
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aside from football and hockey, this is a 
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son Tim plays goalie for one of the teams, 
states that "the kids love [the coaches]." 
It doesn't matter to the kids that their 
coaches came from "gown" into the 
"town," all that matters is the spirit and 
fun of what they do. 
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comp . aspects.. past, ....... . 
Defying.expe~tations, they flew out of the'~tart" racing placed an emphasis on C,Ol;I1p~tit~Pi,'j,.~: ,.'F:rqD?:thisemphasis 

·-neck and,peck :with the lead: Q!Jat, only to· fall behind.as the . ,has:come la,ndinark wins ,over ."beD:~h:mark:'progr~s". such 
di~tance wore on. But just as the race' seemed to be a lost as Purdue: and Michigan State. rhi{s:uccess hasgiyen rise 
cau~e, the Irish foUnd a last rese.rye of determination, surg,.. to' the 'question:. will the Iris1i.·lnen'~;:iir.eW:.~ stay' a',dub 

.. ingpast Rollins College and the University o~:GaEifornia at for long? '.' . : '.: .. ;' . .), '. .,·i,; 

S · B b £ 1 t '. .' "Rci~in.gr'is,oneofthr,e,.dclubs anta ar ara or a as -sec'" _ ••••.• :., .' ....... ' .: ......... • ., •• .,' 
and, fourth-place finish, the' that haveentertained,the idea 

best ever for the Irish squad /lEv .... eryone has got to b~ ... ,/aJittle·'/ .... ofbec?m.~g a'tY~~i~ sport in 
~t the prestigious competi- the pasffi,veye.ars/J'Brown says. 
don. There was no first place crazy' out ther~,g9ing.:aU'~hisi .. '. "Bunhere':are no clubs at the 
trophy in their hands, but " . .' . ·modt~nt.Who·'~(re·'petitioning 
the Irish did win something but they'r~ 91r,cornp~dti'l:e." .'.. f9ry:af.~,~tr.;~t.~t9~P Although 

'bl re al ... ,.' .. . '.' ...... .,.. : the;ctew, tc:ia.in::riiiiy.:.}lot be pe-
POSSl y .even mo. v, ~-:- Jake Teitgen sORhomore . '. . ..... , .. ,,' t·l;tl·· ... o·'.;;, ..•. ·.n·.·g'~9·.· r·",·:~.',>u:·c' ,·h'··.:.'s~t~a··;tu·· .... s" .. , that able·.:..,.:::·some w~ll~deserved·'··:' ',. '':''~'.'':'''' ,," / , .' ... ~ .. / .. : .. , .. ,. >...... ~I 
recognition in the collegiate Nqtre Dame men/si'owing team .... ' 'd6esri't'm~ari' :they wouldn't 

rowing world. • •. • • • • • • • • • ••• • • • • • ••• •• ~ enjoy" or need, even a few of the 
So why doesn't the rest of.. '" . . . . . '.. .. beriefits: .. For example, varsity 

the world - or Notre Dame, for thatriJ.atter - know about 'athletes receive the earli~st cIass,registr~ation times to ensure 
them? '" .:. .' that they, tan take classes. that fit tllefr'practice schedules. 

Sophomore Jake Teitgen, one of the top eight. rowers on Clubs, no matt;er what their amount of scheduled practice 
the team, knows that his teammates have improved by leaps time, do·not receive this benefit. "When guys have classes 
and bounds, but many of his friel1ds and classmates remain'Tat different times] 'becauseelass registration times are all 
in the dark. . different, it;s tough on our'team,"'Teitgen says. 

"There's a lack of knowledge on campus about what crew Even though they are functioning well without athletic 
is," Teitgen says. When students ask him ifhe is on the fOW- scholarships, supplementary varsity .f~nding would be a 
ing team, he quickly responds, "That's all I do! I'm rowing huge boost to the program; "We do have great support from 
every day." The majority of individuals also believe that the parents, alumni and friends of Noti,-e Dame Rowing Club, 
team is a varsity sport untilTeitgen corrects them. "We just [however] each rower pays nearly $1.;500 per year to have 
bite the bullet and do it ourselves [as a club sport]. I would the privilege. to·row for NDRC," says Coach Kurt Butler, 
love to see people get a sense of how hard we work." who derives part ofhissalaty fromth~se dues. According 

PRE-GAMING Members of the men's rowing team warm up before a race, 

facts anckfi~u~~s?thehighiigh~s ·~f th~ cl~b side are inta~
gibi~; "There are 'defihii:ely advantages to·,the dub teai:!l. 
One,. probably my favorite part, are the guys on the team: 
Anyone can join," Teitgen says, noting that in three years 
hardly any cuts have been made --; ~marked difference from .. 
stiff varsity competition. He says that w~t~q~~ ,scholarships 
to provide incentive.to·stay on the tea:m; ~~Everyone has ggt; 
to be a little crazy to be out there doing all this, but they're 
all competitive. There's this attitude that we're all going 
through this together, [it's] team bonding." 

Teitgen and tnerest of the crew team know that the 
experience is wor* more than .any varsity))en~fits."If you 
asked mejf I played ii'sport here, I would certainly say. 'yes.' . 
This is more team oriented than anything I've ever heard'of.. . 
You get in a boat:Wlth'eight guys, arid if pne gp.y's off just a 
little bit, the wholeboatis off. You have to be together with 
everyone," Teitgen says; Coach Butler sees the value of these . 
same intangibles. "The 'best part of coaching is watching 
the rowers grow and l11atut.eas·athl~t~sa!1d young men and 
women. I am a firm;helievedn getti~g:t4erigh~athletes in 
the right positions 'arid letting them have the freedom to 
grow as a person 'and a boat." 

With or withouttneclass registration times. 

. Hard -work is an uriderstatement for the club, which has' to Brown, when 'comparing the Irishprogram's funding to ... ': ___ ,' . 
races in the fall, two-a-day indoOl: .. t,r.~~~~p.g,\ s~ss:i9Asi!:l. ~h-~,~rat·o~ 5'9~p~rab!e,~a?0~~1~ntraP;illr~I=~~sr;,~?~~~1 ~1?()!~~ ,,,,,. _ ,_. _:~ _~~~: . ~c~-;-
winter, and a lengthy springseasbi{~ntllilihg~imost aaily Ass0913tlOn copference teams, "The fiil.1dmgand opportum- t ,-' - ....::.::::.:..~~<.::' 
practices. A team with between 35 and 45 members per year, ties provided for fundraising,(inchldihg ~football concession' 
men's crew fields both novice (freshman) and.varsity boats, stand) by both RecSpbrts and Stud~rit'A.ctivities are equal 
competing in four and eight-man,ra,ce,s.intheir respective to, of'better than, most Qtherschools·represented." 
classes. Men's boats frequently feature one small woman as While the argument f6rvarsity' staFus can be made in 
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Please send $35 to: 
Scholastic Magazine 
315 LaFortune 'Hall 

Notre Dame, IN 46556 

published since 1867 

l1stening In ••• 
• /II need to go get a facial like Samantha on 'Sex and 

the City.1II 
- overheard male student 

• Student 1 :/lDo you want to go to Shack City?" 
Student 2:/lls that a new restaurant?" 

• ., /lyou remind me of this guy in a book I just read. His 
name is Oliver Twist./I 

- biology major 

• /lDear God! Why am I autistic?" 
-exasperated student 

• /lif you don't turn this paper in on time, you'll be 
cast into the exterior darkness, where there will 
be weeping and gnashing ofteeth./I 

- English professor 

ct "Freshman 1: /II really hate Mod Quad./I 
Freshman 2: /II know! It's so modular!/I 

;~~&holasticHumor .............. . 
• J.\.,. , 

was built on. Baseball, fireworks, "red, white, and 
• " and all those other things that sometimes I ; 
L--vaguely:hear-ab6uton-thecFour-th,of-July-in-between-th~-, __ ~",_I 

• blatsts of my cousins maiming each other with M-80s. 

to take the traditions of our country and make them oddly 
• ... uncomfortable. Examine the October Ii, 1956issue: 
I • 
• those essentials, like Mom's apple pie or the old swimmin' hole. 
• After all, we've fought two wars in the last 15 years for apple 

can see that you don't.seenzanymfwies. And it's the same way 
with dreamgids:" , " " ' ' 

rtiun-:-Re-a:lly;-n15thing-is-h-e-a:~thienlra:n-mirirrgllp~a-m-a:n's~, -~-; 

iissues abouthismommy'sapplepie with the "dream 
._' _girl:.that..he.5le,e.ds~s.o_hadl:y.._Ari.d_y:.o_ulrno.w...w..hat51.ee_d,_" ~--'-_ 
• " meantfifty-y-ear~ ag()?1",?,a~'~ ri~ ,it meant"stalk." Also, 

f,{~~~l~~wf~~I!~i;~jt¥~~~~;, '.\;; 
- Doug Schlarman 
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O ne of the worst parts about going 
to a school as homogenous as 
Notre .Dame is how quickly 

jokes get old. I had only been a Notre 
Dame student for about three hours 
before I officially became sick of hearing 
people say, "It's so cold once it hits your 
lips! It's so good!" (if no one knows what 
I'm talking about, then this is officially 
the worst humor column ever), and I 
don't know a woman at this school who 
hasn't had the delight of being referred 
to in a terrible Ron Burgundy voice as a 

"pirate hooker." So, if you're 
. anything likeme, you've 
gotten really, really, really 
sick of those Chuck Norris 
vignettes that are everywhere. 
While lots of the statements 
were pretty funny and clever 
at first, the bit has been done (f' 

to death, and it's really just 
a knock-off of those genius \ 

"Bill Brasky" segments from 
"Saturday Night Live." This 
Chuck Norris-mania has 
lessened the funniness of 
ridiculous exaggeration, 
which saddens me. 

As a means of correcting 
this, I've decided to replace 
these Chuck Norris-isms with something 
much better. Below, I will tell you about 
Ken Izzo. Ken Izzo is a tall (6'9") friend 
of mine from home who is a walk-on for 
the Georgetown University basketball 
team and served as my heterosexual 
lifemate for large parts of last summer. 
I feel confident these Izzo-isms will 
adequately replace the overused canon 
of Chuck Norris statements because, 
unlike the silly and frivolous tales of 
Chuck Norris, everything I'm about to 
tell you about Ken Izzo is totally, 100 
percent true. Without further ado, the 
Book ofIzzo ... 

OKen Izzo goes swimming in gym 
class wearing nothing more than a thin 
pair of white mesh shorts. 

o Ken Izzo is the only pitcher in 
Elmwood Park Youth Baseball All-Star 

27 APRIL 2005 

Game history to be pulled from his 
assigned inning of pitching because he 
couldn't get anybody out. 

OKen Izzo slept in a race car bed until 
he was 18. 

DIn Ken Izzo's basement, there is a 
90-minute tape of his sister Kelly sleeping 
the night before her tonsillectomy. 

o When Ken Izzo gets grounded, 
he isn't stopped from going out. His 
parents just take his bedroom door off 
the hinges. 

Dance, in high school, Ken Izzo was 

http://tell.ftl.purdue.edulJ.p.nProj/FLClip.rtINounsSports.html 

of them couldn't. 
DIn early 2001, Kenlzzo first mastered 

the art of dunking a. basketball. Also in 
2001,Joey Cocco's grandmother died. In 
Mr. Witt's third-period physics class, a 
condolence card was passed around for 
everyone to sign. When it got to Ken Izzo, 
he wrote "Sorry to hear about your loss. If 
you want to learn how to dunk, call me," 
and then wrote his phone number. 

OKen Izzo first tried to dunk in a JV 
game. He mistimed his leap, hit the rim 
and fell to the ground like that kid in 

the Sprite commercial. So 
many people in the gym 
started laughing at him that 
the referees called a general 
technical foul and let him 
shoot two free throws. 

o Ken Izzo once wore a 
.' .. p'~ir"ofbi:ight blue.dr~s pants 

that Were so remarkable-that 
they prompted a 70-year~'61d 
Korean War veteran to say he 

oQ "hadn't seen a pair of pants 
like that in a while!" 
. OKen Izzo has been told 

on more than one occasion 
that, when photographed, he 
looks like John Elway. 

OKen Izzo once spent $80 
ordering a shirt from Europe because it 

talking to Lou Bertuca, Peter Durkin had the word "Kenzo" on the front. 
and Caroline Duff on a public street. 0 Small children at St. Vincent's 
Louie knelt down to tie his shoes, and Grammar School in River Forest, Ill., 
Durkin pantsed Izzo in front of Caroline. have on many nonconsecutive occasions 
Ken Izzo wasn't wearing any underwear. asked Ken Izzo if he was Shaq. 
Instead of pulling up his shorts, Ken Izzo I could go on and tell you more (like the 
just grabbed himself. time Izzo was naked outside and covered 

o Ken Izzo's favorite song? "Bad in soap and conditioner and had to ask a 
Company," by the band Bad Company, complete stranger if he could use their 
off the album Bad Company. shower), but, hey, I'm on a word count 

OWhen he was 16, Ken Izzo burned here. So, the next time your grandmother 
a CD that he entitled "NBA Bound." dies, and you want to learn how to dunk 
The first song on the CD~ The E:agles' _. a basketball, or the next time you see 
"Desperado." someone wearing a "Kenzo" shirt, just 

OWhen Ken Izzo was growing up, remember: Ken Izzo doesn't sleep ... he 
there used to be one day each year waits. {,') 
in which Mrs. Izzo would make her 
employees come to her house and see if 
they could beat Ken in basketball. Most 
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I .• •••••••••••••• @ Point/Counterpoint 'T/COUNTERPOINT 
Do you feel that the ROTC program is justified at Notre Dame? 

Our university has one of the largest for
scholarship ROTC programs in the United 
States. As a Catholic student interested in 

the moral issues of war and peace, I must voice my 
opposition to the ROTC program. Its presence 
conflicts with the mission of our school as both a 
Catholic institution and a university. 

The structure of the ROTC program at Notre 
Dame represents a daunting moral conundrum, 
especially for Catholics. The ROTC program is 
currently training soldiers to potentially participate 
in a war that has been consistently denounced as 
unjust or, as Pope John Paul II called it, "a defeat 
for humanity." Even on our campus, the ROTC 
program is a branch of the United States Depart
ment of Defense. Thus, our university gives the 
military access to our faculty, our students and ' 
our facilities. Yes, we get access to their money, ' 
but at what cost? 

As a university, Notre Dame is com- ,.' 
mitted to higher education and intel- ' 
lectual excellence. Yet the presence ::' 
of ROTC sends the wrong message, ' 
that learning the skills of soldier-
ing is comparable to education in the ". ' 
liberal arts .or architecture. They are not 
comparable. , 

I am not trying to say that soldiers are bad 
people. Indeed my criticism of ROTC is aimed at 
the program, not the participants. But should stu
dents be offered the choice of military training on 
our campus? I think the contradiction with Catholic 
teaching is too strong. 

When Fr. Malloy became president of the uni
versity, he appointed a group to review the ROTC 
program on campus. The group finally suggested , 
that courses on the moral aspects of war and peace 
be part of the ROTC program of study. No such 
changes have been made. 

With the curriculum of ROTC programs stan
dardized across the country, can the teachings of the 
Catholic Church ever truly be incorporated into the 
list of courses required of all ROTC members? If 
the answer is "no," as I think it is, we must consider 
the appropriateness of an ROTC program on our 
campus. Indeed, I believe it is time that we make 

, Our Lady's university, at long last, a demilitarized 
, 0 

.········36 

3 ome may argue that as responsible Christians we 
cannot associate with an institution which allegedly 
does not act in concert with the Just War theory. Any 

kind of intellectual response to complaints concerning the 
Just War theory and our military is beyond the scope of this 
column. However, the military itself does not initiate w.ars; 
we follow the lawful orders of our commander-in-chief and 
of the other authorized civilian leaders. The senior officers 
in the military are there to provide advice to our civilian 
government to assist them in making their decisions con

cerning war and non-war operations. 
Therefore, it is essential that we provide our 
military officers with an ethical and moral edu

cation so that theycan give the civilian chain 
of command the best advice possible con

cerning potential action. What better 
" place to provide anethical and moral 

education for our officers than at 
, Catholic universities? Do the crit

ics of the 'ROTGprogram feel that " 
it would be best to distance themselves 

from affiliation with the proghim, and 
.' by doing so deprive our future officers of a " 
superior moral and ethical education? . ' 

A true leader in the military has to have intel
·ligence and a moral approach to they way they conduct 

thelnselves in wartime and in peace, and it is essential , 
that our military leaders receiv,e nOt<'mlythe best academic . 
education, but also the best moral education as wel1..While . 

,'. an education at a Catholic institution can provide a quality 
. moral education to the men and w6Ij:len of our country, the, 

,', ROTC program instills in the same men and women the ' 
utmost sense of integrity, courage and discipline. These are 
the men and women who· will be leading our friends and 
familyintocombatinthe future, and it i~ vital we provide, 
them with the best possible academiC, moral and ethical 
education,possible in order to, ensure their 'success; , 0' ' 
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I .• •••••••••••••• @ Point/Counterpoint 'T/COUNTERPOINT 
Do you feel that the ROTC program is justified at Notre Dame? 

Our university has one of the largest for
scholarship ROTC programs in the United 
States. As a Catholic student interested in 

the moral issues of war and peace, I must voice my 
opposition to the ROTC program. Its presence 
conflicts with the mission of our school as both a 
Catholic institution and a university. 

The structure of the ROTC program at Notre 
Dame represents a daunting moral conundrum, 
especially for Catholics. The ROTC program is 
currently training soldiers to potentially participate 
in a war that has been consistently denounced as 
unjust or, as Pope John Paul II called it, "a defeat 
for humanity." Even on our campus, the ROTC 
program is a branch of the United States Depart
ment of Defense. Thus, our university gives the 
military access to our faculty, our students and ' 
our facilities. Yes, we get access to their money, ' 
but at what cost? 

As a university, Notre Dame is com- ,.' 
mitted to higher education and intel- ' 
lectual excellence. Yet the presence ::' 
of ROTC sends the wrong message, ' 
that learning the skills of soldier-
ing is comparable to education in the ". ' 
liberal arts .or architecture. They are not 
comparable. , 

I am not trying to say that soldiers are bad 
people. Indeed my criticism of ROTC is aimed at 
the program, not the participants. But should stu
dents be offered the choice of military training on 
our campus? I think the contradiction with Catholic 
teaching is too strong. 

When Fr. Malloy became president of the uni
versity, he appointed a group to review the ROTC 
program on campus. The group finally suggested , 
that courses on the moral aspects of war and peace 
be part of the ROTC program of study. No such 
changes have been made. 

With the curriculum of ROTC programs stan
dardized across the country, can the teachings of the 
Catholic Church ever truly be incorporated into the 
list of courses required of all ROTC members? If 
the answer is "no," as I think it is, we must consider 
the appropriateness of an ROTC program on our 
campus. Indeed, I believe it is time that we make 

, Our Lady's university, at long last, a demilitarized 
, 0 
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3 ome may argue that as responsible Christians we 
cannot associate with an institution which allegedly 
does not act in concert with the Just War theory. Any 

kind of intellectual response to complaints concerning the 
Just War theory and our military is beyond the scope of this 
column. However, the military itself does not initiate w.ars; 
we follow the lawful orders of our commander-in-chief and 
of the other authorized civilian leaders. The senior officers 
in the military are there to provide advice to our civilian 
government to assist them in making their decisions con

cerning war and non-war operations. 
Therefore, it is essential that we provide our 
military officers with an ethical and moral edu

cation so that theycan give the civilian chain 
of command the best advice possible con

cerning potential action. What better 
" place to provide anethical and moral 

education for our officers than at 
, Catholic universities? Do the crit

ics of the 'ROTGprogram feel that " 
it would be best to distance themselves 

from affiliation with the proghim, and 
.' by doing so deprive our future officers of a " 
superior moral and ethical education? . ' 

A true leader in the military has to have intel
·ligence and a moral approach to they way they conduct 

thelnselves in wartime and in peace, and it is essential , 
that our military leaders receiv,e nOt<'mlythe best academic . 
education, but also the best moral education as wel1..While . 

,'. an education at a Catholic institution can provide a quality 
. moral education to the men and w6Ij:len of our country, the, 

,', ROTC program instills in the same men and women the ' 
utmost sense of integrity, courage and discipline. These are 
the men and women who· will be leading our friends and 
familyintocombatinthe future, and it i~ vital we provide, 
them with the best possible academiC, moral and ethical 
education,possible in order to, ensure their 'success; , 0' ' 
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